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as well. 

James looked at them and nodded. “Very well, then.” 

Just then, Xatia conjured a huge energy ball in the air. “We should hand over 
all our possessions since you’ve become our lord.” 

The other four ladies produced their energy balls too. 

James merely flashed them a smile and walked away. 

The ladies had confused looks on their faces as they exchanged glances. 

“Is he not interested in these items? Or does he simply not want them?” 

“Anyone would be interested in having the items we collected.” 

“Let’s not bother guessing. He can take these things away from us at any 
time. 

With his powers, none of us would be able to prevent that.” 

“Just put your items back in your storage space. He doesn’t want them.” 

The ladies took back their energy balls and quickly followed behind James. 

The second level of Forladtt Land was a cold, snowy place. It was bigger and 
wider than the first level by many folds. 

Countless Yuraeceon Daelm Rank monsters could be found there. Some had 
even reached the Yuraeceon Daelm Rank’s Seventh or Eighth Tribulation. 

James, Xatia, and the others worked together and killed numerous Yuraeceon 
Daelm Rank monsters as they explored Forladtt Land’s second level. They 
managed to obtain high-quality cores from the bodies of these monsters. 

To everyone’s surprise, James would just tell them to keep the cores even 
when Xatia and the others voluntarily surrendered their share. 



After a seemingly long time, their group finally arrived before a tall, majestic 
tower made of ice. 

Those five lady cultivators stared in awe at the shiny, intricately designed 
megastructure. They could also sense an immense amount of Genesis Aura 
emanating from the tower. 

“I believe this is the Bromeliere Tower.” James frowned slightly. “Xachary was 
really sneaky. He purposely indicated the wrong direction on the map.” 

Xatia dropped her gaze. “For… Master, the Forladtt Map is used with this.” 

She took out a shiny energy ball. “This is the Mirolos Tracker It is one of the 
treasures owned by the Timaeus Sect. If you have the Forladtt Map, you can 
check your location through the Mirolos Tracker.” James replied indifferently, 
“I know.” Xatia’s eyes widened. Then, she held out the energy ball toward 
James. Still, James did not take the item from her. 

He stared at the Bromeliere Tower. “Rumor has it that the Bromeliere Pill is 
stored at the top of this tower. 

“They say one can enhance various aspects of their body and gain new 
signature skills by eating that pill. I wonder if the rumor is true?” 

“It’s true.” Xatia nodded. “However, we don’t have what it takes to defeat the 
guardian beasts of the Bromeliere Tower.” 

James arched his brows. “Guardian beasts?” 

“The guardian beasts are two ice dragons.” Xatia narrowed her eyes. “The 
level of their powers changes according to the challenger’s cultivation. It is the 
same as the Heavenly Tribulations.” 

James fell silent. 

That explained why Rebella did not try to conquer the Bromeliere Tower, 
despite her extraordinary skills and powers. 

She would have to go through another experience similar to the Heavenly 
Tribulation if she had come here. 
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treasure from the tower, Master?” Xatia asked curiously. 

“I have to give it a try, at the very least!” James looked at the ladies. “All of you 
are only at the Yuraeceon Daelm Rank’s Third Tribulation, so stand back.” 

Xatia was about to say something when she saw James rush toward the 
Bromeliere Tower already. 

At that very moment, ground shaking and deafening roars could be heard as 
two gigantic dragons glided out of the tower. Both dragons radiated powerful 
Genesis Qrohms as they flew toward James. 

In a flash, James trapped the ice dragons by conjuring his formations. Within 
a few seconds, multiple peculiar-looking blocks formed from James’ formation 
surrounded the dragons. 

Quasar Lightning fell from the sky and struck the ice dragons the next instant. 

Simultaneously, multicolored flame was produced in each of the blocks 
trapping the dragons. 

Under the continuous attacks of lightning and flame, the ice dragons threw 
their heads back and growled in rage. The dragons curled their bodies as they 
tried to hold against the attacks. 

“Hey! There are dragons here!” Lesia shouted excitedly as she materialized in 
one of James’ formations. 

She hopped onto the ice dragon’s head and held at its horns firmly. 

Hemera followed suit and got atop the other ice dragon’s head. 

The ice dragons thrashed around and roared furiously as they tried to get rid 
of Lesia and Hemera who were sitting on their heads. Despite their efforts, 
those two spirits seemed to be having a lot of fun. 

Meanwhile, James generated the Quasar Sword Energy and slowly assumed 
the form of a huge sword. 

However, tribulation clouds started gathering in the sky above James before 
he was ready. Black lightning bolts rained down on James almost 
instantaneously. 



“Shit!” James cursed, “Why are there black lightning bolts?” 

He was struck by five black lightning bolts right after saying that. The attack 
destroyed the Quasar Sword Energy James had generated. 

James’ Golden Body and the Judgment Scythe separated. The Golden Body 
shone brightly as it got hit by the black lightning bolts repeatedly. 

At the same time, the ice dragons, which were carrying Lesia and Hemera 
respectively, managed to break free from the formations and flew up into the 
tribulation clouds. 

James transmitted his voice to the two spirits, “Lesia! Hemera! Keep those 
dragons busy! I’m going to get the pill!” 

Then, James transformed into a stream of colorful light and shot toward the 
top of the Bromeliere Tower. 

Once he had gotten inside the tower, James spotted a blue bead, which was 
as big as the size of a fist, floating in mid-air. The bead radiated a beautiful 
blue light and a tremendous amount of Genesis Power. 

James stared at the Bromeliere Pill with rounded eyes. He stretched his hand 
to grab the pill but was pushed backward by a powerful force. 

James swiftly produced the Judgment Scythe and swung it at the formation 
placed around the Bromeliere Pill. With a loud crash, the formation shattered. 

Suddenly, James received a voice transmission from Lesia. “Hurry up! We 
can’t hold on for much longer. These dragons are aggressive!” 

James quickly took the Bromeliere Pill and teleported out of the tower. He 
reappeared outside within his formation. 

Just then, those two ice dragons let out a deep roar. James’ formation was 
instantly shattered. 

Then, the ice dragons transformed into two black lightning bolts and came 
down on James. 

“What the hell? They’re seriously trying to get back at me!” 
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frantically. To his horror, he found that he could not move at all. 

Boom! Boom! 

It was finally quiet again after the sounds of the explosions died down. 

In a far corner, Xatia and the others stared at the scene before them with their 
jaws dropped. 

“Oh no! Master was struck by the lightning bolts produced from the Heavenly 
Tribulation!” 

The group of them teleported and reemerged next to James, who was lying on 
the ground near the Bromeliere Tower. 

James’ body was burnt all over. Almost half of his Golden Body was 
destroyed. 

In addition, James was twitching and jerking as some black electricity flowed 
through his body. 

“He has the Golden Body.” One of the ladies covered her mouth as she 
exclaimed, “Those ice dragons must be very powerful to be able to deal so 
much damage to him.” 

“It would have been nice if he had been exterminated.” A lady in a black robe 
smiled coldly. “That way, the curses placed on us might be lifted as well.” 

The lady in the blue robe scoffed. “That’s unlikely to happen. There are 
various types of curse magic. This man received you know who’s legacy. That 
man was the best at the art of curse magic. There’s no way the curse placed 
on us can be lifted so easily.” 

“Why don’t we kill him now?” A lady in a white robe suggested, “With him 
gone, it wouldn’t matter if we still had the curse tied to our bodies. 

“Also, I saw that he took the Bromeliere Pill. We can take his belongings once 
he’s dead. We might be able to use those items to get back to the Yuraeceon 
Daelm Rank’s Sixth Tribulation.” 

There was a sudden silence as the ladies exchanged glances after hearing 
those words. 



Xatia looked at the lady in the white robe. “Have you lost your mind, Rosalia?” 

“I am perfectly sane,” Rosalia Bertholl said in a frigid tone, “Do you want to 
spend the rest of your life being ordered around by a demon-like man, Xatia?” 

Xatia refuted immediately, “He didn’t force us to stay! All of you chose to stay 
of your own accord!” 

“We had no other choice.” Rosalia snorted. “He would’ve undone the curse if 
he truly wanted to spare us.” 

The lady in the black robe added, “That’s right! He was trying to test us” 

“He would surely activate the curse magic if we chose to leave. These devious 
people from the Dark World are all cunning and shameless. Killing him is our 
best option now!” 

“She’s right. We can kill him now since he’s weakened,” the lady in the blue 
robe said, “We can have all his items. Mr. Thornton will also reward us 
handsomely when we return to the Timaeus Sect.” 

Xatia had a look of disbelief on her face. “Rosalia, Yenna, Xandrie… I never 
thought you guys would be so selfish. 

“Have you forgotten how Master saved you all when you were almost killed by 
a Yuraeceon Daelm Rank’s Ninth Tribulation monster? 

“He let us keep the cores we’ve collected ourselves. Furthermore, he never 
treated us like slaves, yet you plan to kill him now? Does it not sting your 
conscience at all?” 

“My conscience?” Rosalia grinned contemptuously. “We kill these savages 
from the Dark World whenever we get the chance! Why would it hurt my 
conscience to do that?” 

As she was saying that, Rosalia conjured her sword. 

The ladies in the blue and black robes produced their weapons too. 

On the other hand, Xatia teleported and reappeared before James’ form to 
shield him from the three ladies. 
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scornfully as they glanced at Xatia. “Xatia, do you think that you still have the 
powers of the Yuraeceon Daelm Rank’s Sixth Tribulation? You shouldn’t 
forget that you are the same as us now.” “That’s right. Don’t act as if you’re 
superior to us. We are all on the Yuraeceon Daelm Rank’s Third Tribulation 
now.” “Do you think you stand a chance against the three of us coming at you 
at the same time? Do you want to die alongside that devil from the Dark 
World?” Xatia narrowed her eyes. Then, she cast her gaze at the only person 
who had join these people too?” Bromeliere Pill that he’s just acquired. Don’t 
you want to have his treasures differentiate between light and darkness?” 
unhurriedly, “I don’t care whether he is from the Dark World or the Auroral 
World. He helped me, so I should return the favor as well.” whip. “You’ll have 
to kill me first if you plan on harming him.” Rosalia, Yenna, and Xandrie had 
grim expressions on their faces. “In that case, we’ll kill you two right now!” 
Rosalia raged. Although all of them were Yuraeceon Daelm Rank’s Third 
Tribulation cultivators, on the more disadvantaged side. Boom! As an 
explosion went off, those five ladies backed away and stood far away from 
each other. “Hahaha!” Rosalia laughed. “You can’t use your best skill now, 
Xatia. Let’s see how well you can hold up in this condition.” injuries. They 
would not be able to last long if the battle dragged on. white light. voice, “I 
always make sure to repay those…” Suddenly, Rosalia and her comrades, 
who were standing with their chins out at first, fell onto the ground and cried in 
pain. his feet again. A dark cloud floated above his head. James’ Golden Body 
was fully restored, and it emanated a purplish gold glow. “It’s not going to be 
easy for you to repay me for my help.” James slowly stepped forward. With 
each step he took, James’ Qrohm seemed changes. James’ Qrohm felt 
different than how it was earlier. It was as if he had acquired a new skill to 
boost his Qrohm. Xatia’s eyes bulged with shock. “He ate the Bromeliere Pill. 
The pill restored and even upgraded his Golden Body!” 
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looked at the ladies groaning on the ground. 

“What a shame. You didn’t even make it past the first test.” 

Those words reminded them about the fact that James was fully capable of 
activating the curse magic and killing all of them despite his weakened state 
just now. 

Yet, James did not do that as he wanted to see what everyone would do… 



James raised his hand. At that moment, Rosalia was pulled toward James 
due to his powers. 

As James grabbed onto Rosalia’s head, a cloud of colorful Genesis Power 
flowed from James’ hand and enveloped Rosalia’s body. All of Rosalia’s 
Genesis Power was channeled to James’ body the next instant. 

“Let’s do two at the same time.” James drew Xandrie closer by using the 
same method. Then, he absorbed both ladies’ Genesis Power simultaneously. 

Yenna who just regained consciousness could hear the ladies’ shrill 
screaming. 

She quickly slammed her head on the ground repeatedly to ask for James’ 
forgiveness. 

Yenna knew very well that it would be her next once James was done with 
those two. She did not want to lose all her cultivation. It would be a situation 
worse than dying itself. 

Unfortunately, as soon as James had taken all of Rosalia’s powers, he caught 
hold of Yenna too. 

After absorbing the Genesis Powers from those three ladies, James’ body 
was shining with a myriad of colors. He even managed to advance to the peak 
of Yuraeceon Daelm Rank’s Fifth Tribulation. 

Those ladies hurriedly took a few steps backward in fright. 

To their surprise, James held out two Calidum Spiritual Fruits. 

“Calidum Spiritual Fruits?!” Xatia exclaimed. 

“You can have one each.” James said, “I took away part of your powers. I’m 
returning some of the power to you with this. You’ll have to work on getting 
back to your original cultivation ranks on your own.” 

the fruits. 

“Thank you, Master.” Both of them swallowed the Calidum Spiritual Fruits after 
saying that. 



and Xatia were delighted as they could detect how their Qrohms had 
increased. 

James helped them up. He said flatly, “I need to conduct a closed-door 
meditation after having the Bromeliere Pill. You two should prepare 
yourselves. 

We are heading to the third level soon.” 

Xatia shook her head. “Master, the third level may be even more dangerous 
than the second level. Are you sure you want to go there?” 

“They sent Rebella to the second level previously.” James snickered, “I 
wonder if they’ll send a Yuraeceon Daelm Rank’s Ninth Tribulation cultivator 
at the peak of their powers into the third level.” 

Rank’s Ninth Tribulation would risk losing their cultivation like this.” 

cultivators into the Forladtt Land by using the Genesis Sealing Pills and 
Essence Genesis Elixir. However, the Timaeus Sect sent us here through the 
Huppentine Passage.” 

“The Huppentine Passage?” James furrowed his brows. “Where is it located?” 

“The Daemon Prison,” Xatia responded. 
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wary at the mention of the Daemon Prison. 

James managed to learn some information about the Daemon Prison. 

The Daemon Prison was formed from four smaller Genesis Regions, which 
were the Hudde Region, Fiachra Region, Porfirrio Region, and Shadrach 
Region. 

Each region consisted of billions of universes and was inhabited by hundreds 
of trillions of Dark World’s beings. 

A Yuraeceon Daelm Rank’s Ninth Tribulation cultivator of the upper grade was 
appointed to oversee things in these regions. 



Apart from that, Rebella was the guardian of the Hudde Region. She was also 
one of the eight best fighters serving under Lyla. 

However, the Hudde Region was not exactly used to detain the Dark World’s 
beings. 

Instead, it was a place where countless passages called Hudde Passages 
could be found. These passages connected the Daemon Prison to various 
worlds and realms. 

The Huppentine Passage was one of these Hudde Passages, and it was a 
shortcut to the second level of the Forladtt Land. 

However, the Huppentine Passage was filled with various unexpected things 
and dangers. One could encounter ancient seals and inscriptions, the souls of 
dead cultivators, and deadly, rough winds in there. They could easily get 
killed. 

Still, Rebella managed to lead a big group of Yuraeceon Daelm Rank 
cultivators through the Huppentine Passage by using the Timaeus Sect’s 
secret art. Also, they had received some of Lyla’s Genesis Divine Light for 
protection. 

Nevertheless, they lost more than forty cultivators while going through the 
passage. 

James could not help but be amazed by how the Timaeus Sect was so 
determined to eliminate him. They were even willing to sacrifice so many of 
their men. 

After a brief pause, James asked, “Aside from Rebella, what is the highest 
cultivation rank among your group’s cultivators that have entered here?” 

“We don’t know for sure.” Xatia looked at James. “As far as I know, Elder Lyla 
had two Yuraeceon Daelm Rank’s Ninth Tribulation cultivators lead two 
groups of cultivators in and below the Yuraeceon Daelm Rank’s Eighth 
Tribulation separately. 

“Although Rebella got here successfully, we had no idea if the other leader 
had made it through the Huppentine Passage safely.” 



After a few moment’s consideration, James lifted his hand and conjured the 
Yuraeceon Genesis Bell. The bell was large enough to cover all three of them. 

Then, it transformed into a mountain. 

how quickly time was moving within the time formation. 

“Let’s train for the time being. Once I’ve enhanced my Golden Body, we’ll 
move to the third level.” James sat down and closed his eyes. 

closed-door meditations. 

Meanwhile, James checked on Xitlaly and Truett in his soul space. 

Both of them were almost fully recovered. The injuries on Truett’s body were 
mostly gone. 

In a corner to the southeast, the transplanted Calidum Spiritual Tree had yet 
to produce any blooms. However, it was gradually showing signs of flourishing 
again. 

Lesia, who seemed like a two-year-old toddler, sat in a swing tied to one of 
the tree branches. Hemera was pushing her from behind, and both of them 
appeared to be having a lot of fun. 

To James’ surprise, he could see a magnificent ice tower in a corner of the 
soul space. Two ice dragons were flying above it. Black electricity ran up and 
down their bodies. 

He did not expect that the treasure from Forladtt Land’s second level had 
assimilated into his soul space so quickly. 

The ice dragons were the manifestation of the Heavenly Tribulation that 
produced the black lightning bolts. This lightning could even damage the 
Genesis Golden Body. 

James could not help but wonder if it meant he had control of the Heavenly 
Tribulations by having these things now. 

He conjured his formation. Then, James transformed the Bromeliere Tower to 
form the sealing barrier of his formation. After that, he moved the ice dragons 
into the formation. 



In an instant, James could sense a tremendous amount of Qrohm radiating 
from the formation 
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black lightning bolts were produced from the tribulation clouds. A total of eight 
colors could be observed in the lightning bolts produced. 

On the ground, the multicolored flame was burning bigger and brighter than 
before. 

If James were to transform the Yuraeceon Genesis Bell and add another 
protective barrier over the formation, even upper-grade Yuraeceon Daelm 
Rank’s Ninth Tribulation cultivator would not be able to break through his 
formation. 

James called out to Lesia and Hemera, “You guys, stop playing for a minute. 

Get inside the formation.” 

In a flash, Lesia and Hemera appeared in the formation and transformed into 
two balls of light. They flew around the formation a few times. 

“Mhm. The combination of this formation is pretty decent.” Lesia said 
approvingly, “With this, Hemera and I can unleash twenty percent of our 
powers and kill Yuraeceon Daelm Rank’s Sixth Tribulation cultivators.” 

“What about those of the Seventh Tribulation?” James frowned slightly. 

“Those guys’ powers are on another level.” Lesia had assumed her original 
form. She said, “Also, you should study the Amethyst Golden Body and figure 
out how to arrange it for optimum effect. 

Otherwise, it would be a waste of that skill.” 

James’ brows lifted. “We need to arrange it?” 

Lesia replied, “The newly upgraded Golden Body might not be the same as 
the original Golden Body. 

You need to arrange it to suit your battle tactics and habits.” 



James undid the formation after listening to Lesia’s advice. Then, he turned all 
of his attention to the Amethyst Golden Body. 

With his Zen, James rearranged the Golden Body and Golden Bones 
accordingly by prioritizing the areas that needed protection or reinforcement. 
He also added signature skills to certain spots. 

James’ careful consideration was fruitful as his Amethyst Golden Body soon 
achieved the third rank of the Golden Body. 

At his current level of powers, James could instantly kill Yuraeceon Daelm 
Rank’s Sixth Tribulation cultivators and hold up well against Yuraeceon Daelm 
Rank’s Seventh Tribulation cultivators. 

After a long time had passed, James finally opened his eyes. 

A purplish gold light flashed across his eyes. 

An immense amount of Qrohm emanated from James’ Amethyst Golden 
Body, and he was surrounded by lightning of eight different colors. Amongst 
them, the black-colored lightning was distinctly more powerful. 

“How’s your progress?” “I’m at the middle-grade Yuraeceon Daelm Rank’s 
Fifth Tribulation,” Xatia responded. 

Rank’s Fifth Tribulation.” 

“It’s time we head to the third level.” James’ eyes narrowed. 

Xatia reminded him, “Master, there’s not much time left until the Forladtt 
Teleportation Formation is officially closed. If we were stuck on the third level 
by then…” 

“We have to go, regardless. The Timaeus Sect prepared this trap specifically 
for me, after all,” James interrupted. 

James produced the Forladtt Map and checked for the location of the 
teleportation formation to get to the third level. 

Then, he undid the time formation and put away the Yuraeceon Genesis Bell. 

The three of them got to their feet. 



James stretched out his arms and unleashed the Amethyst Golden Body. In a 
flash, he transformed into a giant with a golden body of more than ten 
thousand meters tall. 

tremendous amount of aura from him. 

Then, James picked the two of them up with his hand and vanished from the 
spot. 
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gathered inside the Timaeus Sect’s headquarters’ main hall. 

Those people included the leaders of the Seven Mounts, the elders of the 
Timaeus Sect, and top cultivators serving in different territories. All these men 
were cultivators in and above the peak of Yuraeceon Daelm Rank’s Eighth 
Tribulation. 

Meanwhile, their leader, Xachary, sat in a golden chair on the podium. His 
gaze drifted across the faces before him slowly. 

A heavy silence hung in the air as everyone had solemn expressions on their 
faces. 

Just then, a man came into the hall and knelt before Xachary. 

“Mr. Xachary, Ms. Lyla led our army and defeated three Great Genesis 
Worlds! 

They are the Donuphrius, Torr, and Jhiyesa Genesis Worlds. Just now, our 
men have also conquered the Divine Genesis World. 

“Our men killed two cultivators at the peak of Yuraeceon Daelm Rank’s Ninth 
Tribulation, eight uppergrade Yuraeceon Daelm Rank’s Ninth Tribulation 
cultivators, and eighty-seven middle-grade and lower- grade Yuraeceon 
Daelm Rank’s Ninth Tribulation cultivators. 

“We’ve also exterminated countless Yuraeceon Daelm Rank and Xaelm Rank 
cultivators. The Podalric Sect, Jhiyesa Sect, and Torr Sect have surrendered 
as well.” 

There was a small commotion as the people listened to the reports. 



Xachary stood up and laughed. “Lyla did a great job!” 

At that moment, another man came in and got down on one knee. “Mr. 

Gladwin’s troops succeeded in defeating the army of the new alliance at the 
Javerigh Sect. 

“They’ve killed three cultivators at the peak of Yuraeceon Daelm Rank’s Ninth 
Tribulation and fifteen Yuraeceon Daelm Rank’s Ninth Tribulation cultivators. 

The Yaquis Sect has ordered the new alliance’s army to retreat.” 

Xachary threw back his head and let out a hearty laugh. 

“Yaquis Holiness tried to take down the Javerigh Sect by a sneak attack but 
failed!” 

A brief moment later, a lady in a black dress walked into the main hall. She 
was dragging a young man with her. 

The young man appeared weak and defenseless. 

The lady stopped before Xachary. “Greetings, Mr. Xachary.” 

Xachary frowned slightly as he looked at Rebella. “You’re back?” 

“I am here because of him.” Rebella lifted the man higher by his collar. 

Xachary’s gaze fell on the man’s face. A few seconds later, he widened his 
eyes and rushed down the steps. 

“He’s… He’s Nando, Yaquis Holiness’ only son!” 

The other cultivators were surprised to hear Nando’s name. 

“She caught Nando Brown?” 

“Nando is Yaquis’ weakness. With him as our hostage, we’ll be able to get the 
Yaquis Sect to submit to us!” 

“It seems we can end this battle soon.” 



“Rebella has done a brilliant job this time. As expected of Mr. Xachary’s 
disciple!” 

Xachary helped Rebella up. Then, he took a glance at the other members. “All 
of you can head back now. You must make sure to keep tight security in your 
respective territories. Those who fail to do that will be punished severely 
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walked out of the main hall soon. 

Once they were left alone, Xachary fixed his gaze on Rebella. “You have done 
well by capturing Nando. However, how could you let that man from the Dark 
World get away?!” 

Rebella flinched and got down on her knees. “Master, I didn’t let that man get 
away. We’ve trapped him on the second level of Forladtt Land.” 

Xachary knitted his brows. “Without you there, would your subordinates be 
able to keep him detained in that place?” 

“He’s sustained serious injuries.” Rebella’s face was pale. “The Forladtt 
Teleportation Formation would probably be closed by the time he had healed 
his injuries.” 

Xachary lifted his arm and slapped Rebella across the face forcefully. The 
lady dropped to the floor. 

“What did Lyla tell you before she left?” Xachary hissed, “Keeping the man 
from the Dark World trapped is as equally important as our war against the 
other Genesis Worlds. 

“Yet, you came back just because you captured Nando Brown?!” 

Blood oozed from the corner of Rebella’s mouth. She straightened herself a 
little. 

“Master, I didn’t return just to bring Nando here…” 

“What is it then?” Xachary fumed. 



“It’s the priestess!” Rebella raised her head. “She had somehow managed to 
master the Heavenly Path Power already!” 

The frown on Xachary’s forehead grew deeper. “How is that possible?” 

Rebella drew a long breath. “It’s true. I had the chance to kill that man back in 
the Forladtt Land’s second level. However, the Priestess unleashed the 
Heavenly Path Power and trapped me momentarily. The man from the Dark 
World used the opportunity to sneak away.” 

Xachary grabbed at the collar of Rebella’s dress. “Did the girl run away with 
that man?” 

“No.” Rebella shook her head. 

“Her powers and cultivation were below mine. I managed to break free from 
the Heavenly Path Power holding me down, and the Priestess was affected by 
the powers that were deflected. 

“She is unconscious, and I’ve brought her back to our headquarters.” 

“This is somewhat good news for us.” Xachary turned around and placed his 
hands on his back. “Someone, relay my message right now!” 

A man rushed into the hall the next instant. 

“Head to the front lines immediately.” Xachary began once the man stopped 
before him, “Tell Mr. 

Gladwin and Ms. Lyla to halt all battle operations and return to the 
headquarters. 

I have important missions for them.” 

The man bowed and hurried out of the hall. 

Rebella stood up and walked over to Xachary. “Master, is the mission about 
the Priestess’ having mastered the Heavenly Path Power?” 

“That’s none of your business.” Xachary cast her a stony gaze. “You should 
return to the Forladtt Land and make sure to keep the man from the Dark 
World trapped there.” 



Rebella had a look of confusion on her face. “Master, it would be dangerous in 
the Forladtt Land once the teleportation formation closes. I might even be 
killed by the blustery winds created…” 

“You’re worried that you’ll lose your life due to the winds.” Xachary said 
monotonously, “Aren’t you worried that I may decide to end you myself?” 

Rebella’s eyes bulged with shock. 

She did not expect that Xachary would readily choose to sacrifice her just 
because he wanted the man from the Dark World dead. 

Rebella closed her eyes briefly and inhaled deeply. “There’s a Yuraeceon 
Daelm Rank’s Ninth Tribulation cultivator on the third level.” 

“I’m telling you to go, not that person.” Xachary said in a low voice, “Are you 
going or not?” 

Rebella’s heart sank as she could detect Xachary’s murderous intent. She let 
out a sigh and nodded. “I’ll go now.” 

She started walking toward the door. 

Xachary warned, “Don’t try to wiggle your way out of this, or you can consider 
yourself banished from the Timaeus Sect.” 

“Yes,” Rebella answered quietly before she walked out of the hall. 

 

The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 6040-The third level of the Forladtt 
Land was a world of water. 

The land here was made up of numerous oceans, where all beings and 
monsters could be found. These beings could only live underwater. 

After arriving in this realm, James could sense how his speed and powers had 
been suppressed considerably. 

Moreover, the three of them ran into four Yuraeceon Daelm Rank’s Ninth 
Tribulation monsters right after they had reached that level. 



They managed to exterminate all four monsters eventually. Unfortunately, 
Xatia At the moment, the three of them were hiding inside the Yuraeceon 
Genesis Bell, which had been transformed into a tall mountain. 

Various high-ranking monsters swam around the mountain. Their roars and 
cries could be heard hundreds of meters away. 

Xatia turned her eyes to James. “Master, those monsters outside are on the 
Yuraeceon Daelm Rank’s Ninth or Eighth Tribulations. We’re trapped. What 
should we do now?” 

“These monsters are the least of my worries.” James’ eyes narrowed. “I am 
more concerned about the lower-grade Yuraeceon Daelm Rank’s Ninth 
Tribulation cultivator from the Timaeus Sect.” 

“We haven’t detected that cultivator’s presence so far, though.” 

“He’s closer than you think.” James sat down on the ground. 

Xatia’s brows lifted. “Master, are you saying that the Yuraeceon Daelm Rank’s 
Ninth Tribulation cultivator is controlling all these monsters gathered outside?” 

“You’re pretty quick-witted.” James sent a glance in Xatia’s direction. 

though. Can someone really control them?” 

“Beast tamers can.” Xatia continued, “The Timaeus Sect has a beast tamer at 
the Yuraeceon Daelm Rank’s Ninth Tribulation. That person can control 
monsters.” 

“Think about it,” James said, “We killed those four Yuraeceon Daelm Rank’s 
Ninth Tribulation monsters, but we couldn’t find any of their Genesis Cores.” 

If there were no Genesis Cores in those monsters they killed earlier, the most 
plausible explanation for that was someone had acquired the cores 
beforehand. 

Beast tamers were the only people who could achieve something like that. 

Rank’s Ninth Tribulation monsters under normal circumstances. Yet, they had 
only suffered non-lethal injuries during the earlier battle. 

“We’ll wait. Our help is coming soon.” James smiled enigmatically. 



“Help?” Xatia asked curiously, “How are we getting help in the Forladtt Land?” 

At that very moment, deafening sounds of explosions came from outside the 
mountain. 

The three of them could also hear the desperate cries and screeches of the 
monsters. 

either killed or badly wounded. 

Just then, a dark form emanating a powerful aura materialized in the distance. 

“It’s… It’s Rebella!” Xatia’s face was drained of color. 

 


